Tapered Corner Design

Circular Edging

Dust Washed Bubble Border Centerpiece

Use born for the foundation if possible. Cut in the desired size by first drawing a straight line. Draw a grid on the fabric, then cut out the pieces. Draw about eight-inch squares for the foundation, and do the same for the center of the design.

Two rings joined by side pieces, ch. 3, 1 ring, 3 rings, center piece of the first ring in the second chain of the second ring, then all the rings in the same manner.

Rose Filet Insert

This pattern may be made using any size cotton, the same size as the edging, and such a size as to suit the work. Work in any size, and the same size as the edging, using the same size for the foundation, and the same size for the beautiful border. A good one size can be used in the edging, and one size for the foundation, using the same size for the beautiful border.

Holly Border

To make the holly border, begin by using a long cord or cord to the end of the cord, slip through the center of the cord, draw up a loop and draw it through the loop. Then the loop around, and work the same way as the holly border in the other work. This piece can be used as a holly border in the other work. A good one size can be used in the edging, and one size for the foundation, using the same size for the beautiful border.

Maltese Scallop

The center piece of the scallop is made by joining a piece of thread to the center of the scallop, or by using the same size for the foundation, using the same size for the beautiful border.

Other Edgings

See the section on edgings for more information.

Tatting Trimmed Hat

Materials
- No. 30 worsted acrylic yarn, white, red, and blue
- Tatting thread, size 20, white, red, and blue

Work in the place where the edge is to be joined, and repeat for the next two corners. Repeat across all the rows.

Four Leaf Clover Centerpiece

Materials
- Two bobbins of No. 60 white worsted cotton
- Tatting thread, size 20, white, red, and blue

Work in a corner of the square, starting with a foundation of the first leaf, then repeat for the next two corners. Repeat across all the rows.

Crocheted Covers for asbestos Mats

Materials
- Cotton yarn, colorfast, any color
- Tatting thread, size 20, white, red, and blue

Begin work in center with a foundation of 2 chains, then join in the first chain to form a square. Repeat the same for the next two corners. Repeat across all the rows.

Finish

Work in a corner of the square, starting with a foundation of the first leaf, then repeat for the next two corners. Repeat across all the rows. This round—work 2 rows more of the same border, making a corner in each corner of the square.